Where Did The Roman-Gregorian Time System Come From?
After the name of Janus, the god of their pagan time and transitions. The January first
New-Year Day did not exist until the invention during the ancient Romans time. Here's
how it all started by the astronomical miscalculation, political tweaking, and the cause
of the calendar confusion. It appears that in history, calendar have been marking time
after time for many way to fix the error for thousand and thousand years. Ever since the
ancient Greek have their rich and famous written documentary history, science, poetry,
and created story, Greece was gaining more knowledge and were able to come up
with a new idea. They also have an astronomy to study of the universe to understand
how it functioned. Century after centuries, Roman’s kingdom came into existence
along with the Greek’s knowledge, they also came in with a new idea to repair the
time system error. Apart mostly from what they dislike about the Jewish’s time system
custom and their so-called Jehovah god. The Romans tweaked their official calendar
several times from the republic’s founding in 509 B.C. until its dissolution in 27 B.C.
The Roman-Gregorian (once known as "Christian calendar") was brough in our nation
(US) since the Great Britain and its colonies that had adopted this Gregorian calendar
since 1752. The European colonies of the Americas adopted this change because of
their mother countries did. New France and New Spain at the time had adopted this
new calendar much earlier time in the year 1582. The Gregorian calendar was order to
practice this change in October 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII as a modification of, and
replacement for, the Julian calendar. Most reason was to fix errors in the Julian
calendar, mostly having to do with leap years. Recognizing also the 10-day error, Pope
Gregory XIII had a scholar (Aloysius Lilius) devise a new system that would keep the
calendar in sync with the seasons. They also agree with the ideal change of the first day
of the new year January first instead of the spring season week of March 25th to April
first. Meaning, they want people for now on follow and practice the week of December
25th to January first. The pagan day of Christmas to the January 1st New Year Day.
France first introduced to switch the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar, as
called for by the Council of Trent in 1563. In the Julian Calendar, as in the Hindu
calendar, the new year began with the spring equinox around April 1. In 46 B.C. Julius
Caesar introduced a new, solar-based calendar that was a vast improvement on the
ancient Roman calendar, which was a lunar system that had become wildly
inaccurate over the years. The Julian calendar decreed that the new year would occur
with January 1, and within the Roman world, January 1 became the consistently
observed start of the new year. People during that time were slowly to recognize these
change of time system. Most people back in those day continued to celebrate the
original holiday custom between the month of March and April.

While the spread of the Julian to Gregorian new calendar system change, it became a
butt of jokes and hoaxes, and people were being bully and called “April fools” for
following the old or true spring custom calendar New Year. This is where and how we
got this April Fool prank idea from. These pranks of people in those early day placed a
paper fish hang on people’s backs and being referred to as “poisson d’avril” (April fish),
said to symbolize a young, easily caught fish and a gullible person. This is one of the
most cause reason how it had brainwashed many people over the course of century
after century. Most people now no longer believe which was the original time system.
Most of all, most no longer believe the original time system was instructed from the
scripture books (or Bible). Most people no longer follow or practice the true pronounce
name of the Creator ONE, YAHUAH, the Sovereign ONE’s teaching. Instead, they all
now follow by the worldly of man system.
Since the Pope Gregory XIII and the Papacy of Rome had declared all citizens to follow
and practice this new Gregorian calendar system. They were the Sunday Catholic
worshipper who also expect the citizens to follow the Sunday holy Shabbat Day custom
instead of the citizens who follow the true Saturday 7th-Day Shabbat. Papacy claimed
that we’re not made to be the rule of the Shabbat day which based on their so-called
New Testament books of Mark 2:27. They also claimed the reason why Shabbat is no
longer on 7th day Saturday but now Sunday because of this MAN-Jesus resurrected on
Sunday became “the New Lord Day” which mean the "new sabbath day - Sunday”.
Time after time, Papacy rulers noticed number of people still ignoring the new
demanded change of the Gregorian calendar system because they were Shabbat
keeper people who follow the appointed time holiday of YAHUAH. Who would not dare
go along and agree with what was demanded by the Papacy of Rome, so 11 years
later; another law had passed by the same demander, made that true seventh day
Sabbatical ILLEGAL to punishable by DEATH! Most of the early martyrs were, in fact, the
true Shabbat followers did end up murdered, while others did not because they fear of
death and go along what was demanded. Generation after their children’s
generation, they no longer know or remember the original time system.
So, the Gregorian calendar was applied in the British colonies in Canada along with the
future name of the United States east of the Appalachian Mountains in the year 1752.
While Alaska remained on the Julian calendar along with the rest of Russia until 1867,
when it was sold to the United States. The English and their American colonies finally
adopted the Gregorian Calendar in the middle of the eighteenth century. George
Washington was born on 11 February on the Julian Calendar; we celebrate his birthday
on 22 February.
The Roman Catholic rulers located in the heart of Rome who now called themselves as
Vatican, they are responsible for the change of time and appointed holidays. It’s time
for the truth to be brought out from the darkness and be awake again. To be heard
out-loud and clear. We the people need to understand why the holidays like January
New Year Day, Easter Day, April Fool's Day, St. Patrick's Day, Valentine's Day, Memorial
Day (honoring death of American soldiers), Independence Day, Halloween Day,

Thanksgivings Day, and the Christmas Day are all paganism man-made dark custom. All
these pagan holiday had been turning our back away from the true appointed time
festivals holiday. Festivals Holiday created by YAH alone. YAH gave us these lists of
seven appointed time Holiday, the first is called Shabbat, 2nd is 1st New Moon – the New
Year cycle begin (Spring season), 3rd is Passover Day & 7 days Unleavened bread week,
4th is First-fruits of Harvest Day, 5th is Day of Trumpets – (the 7th New Moon), 6th is Day of
Atonement, and lastly the 7th is Festival of Tabernacles Week. Most American I know do
not practice these pure appointed time holidays but the dark kind.
Not only that there are number of people who do practice the scripture books (or Bible)
teaching still do not practice it properly. For example, those people believe in false
followship god and the Messiah name Jesus. I, myself do NOT believe in these custom
nor do I follow the New Testament doctrine at all. This is why most of them still apart from
YAH’s way. These people who follow and practice the New Testament doctrine believe
Jesus is the Passover Lamb of God who died and atone every human soul the forgiving
& cleaning of all their sin, one time for all time. The example mistaken is, is that to atone
the sin/guilt offering to the nation of the people (Yisraelite) for the forgiving and
cleaning of their sin... were not being done by a male lamb? Because the sacrifice of
the bull were perform to do the Atonement sin/guilt offering.
Shouldn't this MAN-Jesus to be call the bull of God instead being call the lamb of God?
FYI: no male lamb was to sacrifice for the sin offering. Secondly, Passover is not all about
the sin cleaning offering but a peace offering. Peace offering were performed by the
High-Priest to sacrifice two goats for the nation of people, not a lamb. If it were only
individual person of the household home, they can either sacrifice a female lamb or a
goat. All of our ancestors’ fathers were all brainwashed, forced, and being treated as a
fooled to believe these custom that were fake or simply old, were not in facts fake at
all. It was actual a commands by YAH to keep this custom forever (not change) as a
promise covenant between YAH and HIS people to follow HIM. Yet, our past ancestors’
and we today also have broken this covenant promise of the peaceful promise land.
Ever since Pope Gregory XIII have order people to follow and practice the RomanGregorian calendar instead of the Julian calendar. Includes the Sunday new Lord
Sabbath Day and changed the 12 months cycle of the new year from spring season
month (March/April) to January1st. Recalling that the winter season is the beginning
season of the new year cycle. When many did not accept and go about what the
Pope orders in the early day, many were punishment by death for keeping the true
original appointed time system.
Generation after generation, number of people have forgotten the original time system
because they all were brainwashed. They have been bullying and treated badly. They
were even being called a fool who still kept the original time system. This is where and
how the April Fool’s Day historical came into existed. Destroy the spring season first day
of the first month (New Moon) yearly cycle. Yisraelite were taught never forget to count
the 14 day from the first day of the first month to know when the first festivals Holiday
Passover Day happening. The Catholicism rulers want to destroy these original

appointed time system custom because they dislike the Yisraelite way, and they were
so jealous to see how marvel the grew so large in number and how they are ruling their
own nation. How they operate their governing system along with their fundamental
beliefs. The ancient Roman, who is now the Raman Catholic, did finally get to destroy
the nation of Yisraelite custom, but not for long when YAH return to earth for judgment
day. Tell me, who is a real fool?

